This map shows, in a general way, the areas and terminology used in defining the Traditional Harvesting Territories of the Métis Nation in Ontario (MNO). The map is based on information accumulated in meetings and consultations with MNO citizens, by documents provided to the MNO Registry, and by research by MNO staff. This map was provided to the MNR during recent negotiations and will be used, for the time being, for the purposes of the MNO/MNR Interim Agreement on Harvesting. Traditional Harvesting Territories of the Métis Nation within Ontario can only be defined on an interim basis at this time. The map and description of the territories will be the subject of further research and consultations which will take place this fall.

This is the map that underlies the 2004 MNO-MNR Harvesting Agreement and was referred to by the Ontario Provincial Court of Justice in R. v. Laurin, 2007 ONCJ 265. It is what the MNO currently uses for the issuance of MNO Harvester Cards.